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Access is often dependent on preservation, especially when attempting to view older, less physically stable materials. In many grants to preserve moving image materials, there is also the stipulation that these materials will also have a life as part of an exhibition or at least on site access to researchers. So how does access happen? What are the variables when we think about creating policy for moving image archives? How can archivists create a policy that makes sense for the preservation of materials (limiting physical handling, and so on) while ensuring these archival materials have a historical life outside of the archive?

One way to do this is to provide access with limitations and freedoms for use drawn up in an archive’s access policy. In order to develop an access policy, it is important to look at what has been done in the past at other archives and repositories, and what policies are currently in place. We may also find it useful to approach the question of an access policy’s construction by comparing characteristics of institutions that may hold paper or other non-moving image or sound materials and how similar (and dissimilar) their policies can be. Another way of figuring out an approach would be a professional and far-reaching survey. The Access Committee, in collaboration with of the Association of Moving Image Archivists 

The two repositories looked at in this report are Rare Books Division of New York Public Library and UCLA’s Film and Television Archive. I will consider the presentation, goals, and compare strengths and weaknesses of their respective access policies; these analyses will serve to inform the construction of a hypothetical access policy for a moving image archive.

Many times, by looking at the nature of the materials and the preservation process itself, the archivist can come up with the basic tenants that make up an access policy. So in structuring these case studies, I have outlined specific preservation and conservation problems and possible access points, keeping those preservation issues in mind. In doing this, I hope to argue that preservation and access are not mutually exclusive, but can aide one another in making an archive a functioning operation.

In Appendix A, I have outlined some potential questions that have been brought up in working through this project, that may be useful in conducting a survey of repositories’ access policies and finding out just how those policies were developed, as well as user needs in the so-called “digital age.” A wide-reaching professional survey aimed at researchers, archivists, and possibly even documentary filmmakers is the only real, quantifiable way to assess how access policies are constructed and how they are useful in operating archives. This paper hopes to be a starting point in that regard, presenting an analysis of two very different repositories, housing very different materials, and questions that arise out of this comparison; and finally, a hypothetical policy that hopes to work through these questions.

New York Public Library Rare Books Division

Moving image materials and rare books have more in common than one would think. Even in opening up new avenues for access, rare books (along with paper archives) are oftentimes in the forefront of digitization of materials for access online. However, they do not have the same complexity of rights issues that moving images have a tendency to bring up for the cultural custodian. However, in thinking about physical access to rare materials, The online presence of the Rare Books Division is where the access policy can be found, under the hyperlink, “Access to the Division.” 

One of the distinct characteristics of this access policy is how open-ended the language appears, and how dependent the policy is on the actions and choices made by the professional librarians who operate the Rare Books Division, whose work it is to provide access. The policy goes into great detail about what sorts of devices and objects can be brought into the reading room, where the user accesses the materials. It states,

1. Books or other reading materials may not be brought into the reading room, except with the prior consent of the Curator or ranking assistant of Rare Books.
2. All handwritten notes must be made in pencil.  The use of personal computers is permitted; laptop computer cases are not permitted in the reading room, however. http://www.nypl.org/research/chss/spe/rbk/admiss.html Accessed 15 December 2006.

The document then goes on to state that these requirements are in the interest of protecting Rare Books materials. This aspect of the policy is supported by the Association of College and Research Libraries Guidelines for the Security of Rare Books, Manuscripts and other Special Collections, viewable online at the American Library Association’s web site. http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlstandards/securityrarebooks.htm Accessed 15 December 2006. It lays out these and other measures that are standard practice for rare book and special collections libraries. Of course, while these very different materials (paper versus tape or film) have very different needs in terms of conservation measures, the fact that these are a central part of the access policy is particularly notable and could be helpful for our considerations for a small moving image archive’s policy. While storage of paper materials has different kind of specifications, many of the reasons behind the measures taken by NYPL to protect these artifacts is consistent with how an access policy would approach visitors, researchers, et cetera using materials. I will consider the specifics of these measures in the body of our hypothetical moving image archive access policy, looking at whether or not the specifics of this ARCL document could practically apply in forming a policy conservation and security-wise for moving image archives. 

Like this example of a Rare Books division, moving image archives could find it fruitful to detail the “why” of preventing certain objects from coming into the area where original materials are kept. Especially since many times there is a preconceived notion that film and video materials are indestructible and have the ability to be duplicated again and again, when many times film is damaged to such an extent that it cannot even be played back on a projector, or duplicated at a lab. Or at times one certain print is the only extant copy, and so careful handling is especially important.  The code of ethics for Rare Books and Manuscripts section of the ALA states, 
At times [Rare Books and Manuscripts librarians’] commitment to free access to information may conflict with their mission to protect and preserve the objects in their care. When values come into conflict, librarians must bring their experience and judgment to bear on each case in order to arrive at the best solution, always bearing in mind that the constituency for special collections includes future generations. http://www.rbms.info/standards/code_of_ethics.shtml. Accessed 15 December 2006.
The code of ethics addresses another aspect that could be of interest for audiovisual archivists, confidentiality between researchers and RBMS librarians. The code states, 
“Special collections librarians are responsible for protecting the confidentiality of researchers and materials…” And further, “Special collections librarians are responsible for protecting the confidentiality of researchers and materials as required by legal statutes, donor agreements, or policies of the library.” http://www.rbms.info/standards/code_of_ethics.shtml. Accessed 15 December 2006. Even though the Association of Moving Image Archivists does not currently have a code of ethics, it is useful to look at others’ codes who work in the business of preserving cultural heritage, because many times these codes address ethical questions that will need to be addressed by those who are creating these access policies for audiovisual archives. And these ideas from the special collections library world seem applicable, especially the use of archivists professional judgment in addressing the ability for materials to be handled by researchers and others allowed access to the archive. 

Which brings us to our next question, who can access this Rare Books collection? The site says that each reader must obtain a “reader card” elsewhere in NYPL, and that, “Final determinations regarding access to specific items is the responsibility of the staff of the individual special collection, in consultation with the reader…” This last statement reflects the code of ethics referred to above. These codes of ethics are important because they give the professional a reference point when their perspective is challenged by a coworker, their own institution, or, or when asked to explain the “why” of refusing (or providing) access to certain materials. Access policies can many times serve to do this on their own, but when audiovisual archivists are asked to defend a decision within their own institution, this way it is possible to defend a point of view with an entire field on your side. This is another important reason why a Code of Ethics should be developed for audiovisual archivists—it helps with continuity over time; just like it is important to know the provenance of a work art, it is important to know the ethical choices made by a profession. Knowing these choices can affect the “how’s, why’s and who’s” of a work, and is part and parcel of understanding under what circumstances a work was accessed. And furthermore, if an archivist has to take an unpopular opinion within his or her institution regarding access to a work, he or she should be able to back up that opinion with a firm professional grounding. 

Some of the same reasons why access policies are developed for institutions, so too are ethical codes for professionals in a particular field. It may even be a good idea to look at some of the access policies for individual institutions when AMIA looks towards developing a professional code of ethics; these can serve to outline some of the individual ethical choices made by professionals in the field, and perhaps foster some discussion around developing the part of the code that may address the ethics of access.
  
Which brings us to the next important question in developing an access policy-- the oftentimes sticky issue of duplicating materials and licensing for use. It is common for library professionals and archivists have to use their own judgment in this regard as well, because so few explicit laws exist; instead, many times they are tied up in contracts, and access in this manner is determined on a case-by-case basis. So this aspect of the access policy can be a difficult one. The Rare Books Division says, 
All photoduplication is carried out by New York Public Library staff.  Photography in the Brooke Russell Astor Reading Room is not permitted. […] The Rare Books Division staff will determine whether material will be reproduced and the means of reproduction. Additionally, The New York Public Library reserves the right to prohibit the reproduction of any item that may be damaged by any copying process. http://www.nypl.org/research/chss/spe/rbk/rareduplication.html Accessed 15 December 2006.
So we can observe here again, an open-ended policy that allows for the library professional to take responsibility for making decisions regarding duplication. This is a much more complicated issue for moving image archives, because oftentimes films are not “published” per se, or the film may need permissions from many unknown sources (“orphan” films) and so that risk keeps archivists from allowing for this kind of use. Some ways that this has been dealt with will be explained in our look at the UCLA Film and Television Archive’s paperwork and access policy. Rare books collections are not as relevant in thinking about duplication as a part of an access policy for a moving image archive; rare books repositories often handle books that are very fragile and have special conservation needs (like film and tape), but are often also in the public domain, because there are so old. NYPL’s collection dates as far back as the year 1460 A.D. 
UCLA Film and Television Archive
Here, we are going to shift focus and look at a moving image archive that is a part of a larger repository. In place of a formal access policy, the Archive has a Frequently Asked Questions hyperlink under its “access” site.  It also uses two forms in interacting with researchers and those using the Archive. The first is a “Client Form” which has four distinct parts to it, and is required of the user at the time of requesting viewing materials. The first part of the form is the name, address and so on, followed by two boxes; one to be filled out by UCLA faculty, students or staff, and the other by visiting researchers. Visiting researchers are asked to provide an academic or professional affiliation, while students, faculty and staff provide a department or major. The next section asks for the type of research, with four different categories to choose from: educational, publication, production, and exhibition. So this allows the archivist to track the usage of materials based on the types of research that is involved. It is also important to note how much detail this moving image archive goes into when asking about the particulars of the nature of an individual’s research. This is another way of dealing with and keeping a paper trail of, rights issues involved in duplicating and usage of materials through exhibition. There is notably no official word on licensing footage, except on two of their collections, Hearst newsreel and KTLA news collections, which are licensed by a stock footage company called footage.net, and more information can be obtained through the Archive’s Commercial Services division. The Commercial Services site details which collections are licensable, but the user is required to contact the archive in order to set up details of obtaining copies. However, in the case of a smaller moving image archive, there may not be any way to license footage because the resources may not be available to have a “commercial services” division. This is another case where input from a larger professional organization would be useful. Now that laws have been passed where duplication of digital and other materials for the purposes of classroom use are acceptable under the Digital Milenium Copyright Act, http://www.copyright.gov/1201/. Accessed 15 December 2006. it would be useful to have some sort of ethical policy describing when and how duplication is pertinent and legal would again make these decisions easier to gauge for archive professionals.
What the UCLA Film and Television does include which is unique, is a “Loan Policy” for its print materials. The policy states,
Print loans will be restricted to films from the Archive's preservation collection, or films for which the Archive holds at least two prints in equally good condition. Most films are available in 35mm only. The Archive does not loan 16mm prints (unless a film was produced in that format), video copies, or any print in such poor condition that it does not accurately reflect the filmmakers' original intention Archive prints will only be loaned to organizations that use a conventional two projector (changeover) system. Prints will not be loaned to organizations that use a platter projection system, or that build up prints onto larger reels in order to reduce the number of changeovers required.  http://www.cinema.ucla.edu/collections/loanpolicy.html. Accessed 15 December 2006.
This statement is useful in that it addresses the particular needs of an archive handling film, and outlines policy in a way where the specific medium is put at the forefront. The policy is explicit in its requirements for projection of the media it loans, and detailing the particulars of in what case a print will be loaned for exhibition, based on medium-specific material conditions. 
The other document required by an archive user is the title request form, where the title, inventory number/episode, and item format are specified. This also serves to keep track of simple use via wear and tear on individual items, allowing the archivist to assess for damage via handling over time, in a quantitative manner. 

Hypothetical Moving Image Archive Access Policy
This archive’s mission is to collect, preserve and present independent film, video and digital works. The archive has a small staff, and is mostly run by archivists and staff who are on so-called “soft-money,” and rely on grants as salary, and operating budget. The facilies are minimal, but the staff is open to researchers visiting the archive physically to view works. The collection is mostly made up of 16mm film original materials, including a few of the only extant prints of some film works. Video cannot be viewed on-site, and digital collections are few, but are accessible on CD access copies. The archive has very few, if any documentation materials or permissions contracts for giving filmmakers or researchers the right to reproduce any images in publications. They have a basic inventory of the materials in their collection up online; some fields are blocked, including original elements’ entries, details about materials’ decay, and so on. Those items that are not accessible because of their current state of decay are also not available to the public.
ABC Archive Access Policy
It is ABC Archives’ mission to collect, preserve and present independent film, video and digital works and make these works accessible to researchers while still maintaining the original elements for long-term preservation.
Only in special cases, with the archivist’s permission will original negative or reversal elements, camera originals in any form, be viewable by the public. This limit on access exists because moving image media, especially film and videotape are such fragile media, and thus, should be handled minimally. 
If the researcher has a specific interest in the original materials, consultation with the archivist is advised.
Print materials, video duplicates, and digital files are available for viewing on site; an appointment and advance consultation with the archivist is necessary. 
Filmmakers and documentarians wishing to license footage or those who may seek frame stills or other types of reproduction must secure permissions from the appropriate parties before the archive will allow access for the purposes of duplicating; this applies to all of its holdings. Appropriate parties may include, but are not limited to: copyright holders, intellectual property rights holders, publicity/privacy rights holders, and so on. 
In order to keep track of materials’ comings and goings, the archive user must submit in writing his or her request. 

Appendix A
In reference to the document Potential MIC projects for the Access Committee, and in thinking about how important a survey of this kind could be while this project was coming together, I have noted below a few hypothetical survey questions.
The proposal states that the purpose of the survey is 
	Determine and quantify how users would like to utilize moving image resources held by non-profit archives.

Determine and quantify the challenges non-profit moving image archives’ access providers face in a rapidly evolving environment.
Results would be utilized to:
	Provide formal recommendations to users, including archival collection research strategies for accomplishing projects within the framework of user expectations and institutional and legal barriers to access, such as copyright.

In addition, I would argue that this survey would be invaluable to moving image archives looking to develop formal policies on access.
For moving image archives
What does your repository collect? Please note if any documentation, paper materials, or other non-moving image media is collected.
Is your repository part of a larger organization such as a college or university?
How many users does your archive have in the course of a month? A year?
What procedures or rules are imposed on these users? Are there any documents you can provide in this regard, or anecdotal information?
Does your archive have an access policy? If yes, how was it created, and what purpose does it serve? If no, have you considering implementing a policy? Why or why not?
What is the mission of your organization? Is this mission reflected in your policy on access?
What sorts of viewing equipment do you have available for users? Is there a certain level of knowledge required to use them? 
Do you allow access to “camera original” or other potentially fragile materials? How do you conduct risk assessment in this regard?
Has your archive considered implementing digital access via web-streaming or other means?
For researchers
What is your main goal in utilizing a moving image archive? 
How often do you visit moving image archives? For what purpose?
What difficulties have you encountered in using the resources available at these archives?
Is it important for you to be able to view original material, or at least see a film print of a film, as opposed to a digital copy of said film?
How restrictive or open have you found archive’s access policies?
In addition to the Society for Cinema and Media Studies group that is a suggested target to this survey, considering the wide-range of moving image material out there, I would suggest also conducting the survey with such organizations as:
Domitor (International Association dedicated to the Study of Early Cinema), Society for Animation Studies, Society for Visual Anthropology.
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